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WONDERLEON
MAKING INNOVATING EUROPE SHINE FAR AND WIDE!
In 2015, we launched the #REVIENSLEON appeal to spotlight career opportunities in the fast-growing
buoyant French tech ecosystem. At first, this message targeted the boldest, most talented French
expatriates looking for new professional challenges. They heard the call, but so did talents of all
nationalities as the initiative attracted a wider public, and more quickly than expected. In the past
two years, over 20,000 candidates–60% of them international, representing 100 different
nationalities–have applied to companies which are part of this initiative.
Within two years, 2600 “Leons” and “Leones” have been recruited by our companies. Ambitious tech
enthusiasts from around the world seized the job opportunities the French tech sector had to offer.
Our scaleups* have gone global and now offer positions in their offices worldwide.
Today, what #REVIENSLEON has done for French scaleups, WONDERLEON wants to do for the
whole European ecosystem. Now is the time to make European tech shine and put our continent on
the podium of international talent competition. #REVIENSLEON trades its beret for the stars of the
European flag and becomes WONDERLEON. This is more than just a name change, it is a
transformation: an original, pioneering made-in-France initiative grows into a European ambition.
At a time when regions of the world choose to turn inward, the impetus for renewal is right here.
Europe is experiencing and building an all-new land of innovation and opportunities. Hundreds of
accelerators and incubators exist and the biggest campus of startups in the world, Station F, will soon
be inaugurated in Paris. From Stockholm to London, from Paris to Berlin and Barcelona, there are
already 47 European unicorns (with an average value of $2.8 billion), such as Spotify or Deliveroo**.
In France, our success stories are called Sigfox, Criteo, Dataiku, BlaBlaCar and Parrot, to name a few.
Investors have read the signs: venture capital funds have multiplied their investments fivefold since
2011, reaching a total of €13 billion in 2016. This momentum is backed by some of the world’s top
engineering schools, and over 4.7 million developers (more than in the United States!). Schengen
Europe makes it easier for qualified talent to relocate and now encourages the arrival of talent from
outside Europe’s borders thanks to new measures such as the “Passeport Talent” in France or the
European Blue Card across Europe.
WONDERLEON aims to mobilize the entire ecosystem by widening its base beyond scaleups. The
challenge of recruiting experienced international talent concerns companies of all sizes, whether they
are young and l born global or well-established multinationals in the throes of the digital transition.
That is why WONDERLEON is now open to all European companies committed to innovation:
startups, scaleups and “grown-ups” (corporate innovative groups).
International talents provide leverage for business growth. Their know-how, out-of-the-box thinking
and multicultural careers bring a beneficial breath of fresh air and creativity to our teams.
WONDERLEON opens the doors to a European ecosystem teeming with career opportunities,
spotlighting the best job offers of our program companies and providing relocation support, helping
Leons negotiate any logistical, administrative or practical obstacles.
European startups, scaleups and grown-ups are writing the future here and now. We are riding a
wave of optimism in France and across Europe and invite the world’s top talent to join us.
WONDERLEON, making Innovating Europe shine far and wide!
The WONDERLEON collective
* a “scaleup” is a startup with several dozen employees engaged in active international expansion
** Source: ITSocial

①
THE STORY OF ‘LEON’
At the end of May 2015, a dozen scaleups, all icons of French Tech, launched an original pioneer
call to French talent worldwide, trumpeting career opportunities offered by the tech boom in
France: #REVIENSLEON. In barely a year, the call was answered by talent of every nationality,
scaleups went global, offering jobs around the world, and new companies joined the movement. In
the two years since, nearly 20,000 candidates representing over 100 nationalities have applied,
and 2600 ‘Leons’ ─ French or foreign talent with global experience ─ have been recruited. The time
has come for #ReviensLeon to keep pushing back the frontiers of excellence to become
WONDERLEON.
What #REVIENSLEON has done for French scaleups, WONDERLEON wants to do for the whole
European ecosystem: uniting startups, scaleups and grownups and the best talent the world has
to offer to make ‘European Tech’ redefine the international playing field.

A REAL RECRUITMENT PROGRAM
To attract top international talent to ‘’European Tech’’ we did more than simply launch an
appeal; collectively we invented a real recruitment program to boost the ecosystem’s
attractiveness to high level international talent looking for their next move. Today, the program
focuses on three main objectives:

1 – FEATURING TOP JOBS
The WONDERLEON website ensures worldwide visibility of the ecosystem - of wants ads and
employer brands - through a selective job board. Here, established ‘’Leons’’ also share stories of
their successes to entice new candidates.
2 – WELCOME AND LOGISTICAL SUPPORT FOR ‘LEON’
WONDERLEON provides ‘Leon’ with solutions and support if they meet obstacles during their
relocation process. At the same time, WONDERLEON also enables best-practices sharing between
HR teams to assist in recruiting international talent.
3- COMMUNICATING INTERNATIONALLY
To boost employer brands and job offers, WONDERLEON organizes panels and meet-ups at major
international tech events and communicates about it in every visited country.

②
WONDERLEON’S STRATEGY
#REVIENSLEON Chapter II
More than just a name change, this rebranding is a transformation based on two years’
experience of a made-in-France success story. Chapter II will strengthen the program’s three main
actions and open two new avenues of development, expanding the initiative to include innovative
businesses throughout Europe.

2 NEW AVENUES OF DEVELOPMENT
1- FROM FRENCH TECH TO EUROPEAN TECH
The European tech scene is creating a new innovation model. The emergence of several clusters
(London, Berlin, Paris, Barcelona) of mature ecosystems that attract an increasing number of
international investors (13.6 billion euros of investment in European tech in 2016). These
innovative businesses drive job creation in Europe. On average, employment growth in Europe’s
Tech sector was estimated at 2.1% between 2015 and 2016*. Not only do these companies create
the jobs of tomorrow, but they also offer high-impact positions, attractive to exceptional talent
worldwide. Rallying these clusters around new synergies, shared by all, provides acceleration
leverage for the ecosystem as a whole.
2- WONDERLEON IS OPEN TO ANY INNOVATIVE EUROPEAN COMPANY
Founded by French scaleups, WONDERLEON will open to all European innovative companies.
Startups who go international from day one (the born globals) will join through WONDERLEON
partnerships with European incubators. WONDERLEON will also open to grownups, major groups
with global reach, who want to bolster their teams with new talent and recruits with less linear
careers, to drive their digital transition.
* Sources: Atomico & Slush The State of the European Tech 2016

AN OPTIMISTIC EUROPEAN SPIRIT
WONDERLEON is optimistic, ambitious, and pro-European through and through. The movement
is based on a mutual conclusion: that the innovation ecosystem is a vibrant force in Europe and
needs, more than ever, to attract international talent, “Leons,” to take its global development to
the next level. Its momentum and resolutely optimistic open-mindedness makes European Tech a
prime option in the career choices of exceptional talent around the world, and presents a unique
opportunity to be a part of incredibly dynamic innovation.

A BOARD AND A NETWORK OF CONNECTORS
In sustaining these new developements WONDERLEON will structure itself with a Board and a
network of so-called ‘’Connectors’’. Connectors are ecosystem representatives who will bring
their help in 2 main directions. Internal : ‘’Connectors’’ will contribute to build WONDERLEON’s
global strategy. External : They will represent WONDERLEON in their respective networks and
build WONDERLEON’s global reach so that the message resonates far and wide.

Frédéric Mazzella
Founder BlaBlaCar

Manon Rouchayrole
Head of WonderLeon
Board Coordinator
Roxanne Varza, Station F
will be Start-ups Connector

Didier Kuhn
Cofounder ScreenTonic et Chais d’œuvre

BOARD

Hélène Mazzella,
Founder Agence CLE

CONNECTORS

Alexandre Arnault, LVMH
will be Grown-up Connector

Niklas Zennström, Atomico
will be Europe Connector

Thierry Petit, Showroomprivé.com
will be Scale-ups Connector

A PARTNERS NETWORK
FOUNDING PARTNERS
Key actor in the entrepreneurial ecosystem in France, France Digitale works to help startups become digital champions.
The Applicant Tracking System makes monitoring online applications easier for
WONDERLEON members.
La French Touch Conference builds bridges and brings talents between the American and
French ecosysems. The inaugural Paris edition will take place on June 14th.

NEW PARTNERS
Startups receiving support and advice from Cap Digital enhance their competitiveness and
will soon benefit from WONDERLEON services.
French and international startups hosted by StationF will be able to access the
WONDERLEON job board to boost visibility of their want ads.
This online recruitment and employer brand editorial startup, a go-to in France, are
frontline ambassadors of the ecosystem, and helped WONDERLEON overhaul its website
and create content - namely the “Leon” videos.

WONDERLEON.COM

The French Start-up Welcome to the Jungle developed WONDERLEON’s brand new website. Perfectly
adapted to its new ambitions, wonderleon.com will be exclusively in English.
The website is organized into 3 main sections :
• DREAM JOBS: a new job-board offers an improved search engine. For looking his/her next dream
job, an applicant can search by city, company or even job title.
• GREAT COMPANIES: each recruiting company has its own page presenting itself: activities, key
figures, and international development with photos and videos.
• TALENTED PEOPLE: videos of already-recruited ‘Leons’ give examples of talented people
discovering their new companies and sharing their views on their new ecosystem.

Moreover, the website presents a Practical information section focused on hepling people who want
to move to France. This section will be enriched with other countries’ practical information as they
each come with unique and stringent requirements. A News section gives an overview on innovation
and ecosystem news, as well as upcoming WONDERLEON Roadshows.

③
ABOUT ‘’LEON’’
WHO IS ‘’LEON’’ ?
He or she is a challenging professional in search of discovery and opportunity all
around the world. Having already worked in innovative, dynamic and aspiring
companies internationally, he or she has been enriched with global experience
and vision and has sparked a change in culture.
Today, he or she is looking for the next move and considers European Tech as
the natural evolution of his/her career. He or she wants to join an innovative
European company in a worldwide office to take part in the next wave of
innovation.

THREE ‘’LEON’’ ADVENTURES

An American “Leon” had
been globetrotting from job
to job before finding what
he wanted at a member
startup in France. Rapidly
faced with complex
questions concerning visa
requirements, he contacted
the “Leon” unit which
helped explain the
procedures so he could get
to work more quickly.

During the #REVIENSLEON meet-up at the Websummit 2015,
a French talent working in a major tech company discovered
the program, applied, and was hired by a member business.
The “Leon” unit provided support, answering administrative
questions concerning the return to France for him and his
family.
A Leon newly arrived from Istanbul to work for a member
scaleup had a few concerns about her first experience in
Europe. The Leon unit eased her adjustment by helping her
look for housing and navigating French administrative
procedures.

④
KEY NUMBERS
A WEBSITE THAT ATTRACTS EXCEPTIONAL INTERNATIONAL TALENTS
Selection of data from wonderleon.com
20,922
applications

APPLICATIONS

5,058
applications

MAY 15

MAY 16

MAY 17

20 922 CANDIDATES HAVE APPLIED
Website traffic peaks from a country whenever the WONDERLEON roadshow
pays a visit. Since the program was launched, WONDERLEON has participated in
over 15 tech events and organized 7 international meet-ups. Since May 2015,
20,922 candidates have applied to job offers published on the website*.
--------* Data from may 31st 2015 to may 31st 2017

HIGH LEVEL APPLICANTS

62% of the candidates are non-French
representing over 100 nationalities

93% of the candidates have at least 2 years of international experience
43% > 5 years et 25% > 10 years

70% of the candidates have at least 5 years of professional experience
42% > 10 years et 21% > 15 years

85% are at least bilingual
46% are at leat trilingual and 13% speak four or more languages.
--------* Datas from may 31st 2015 to may 31st 2017
on a panel of 5000 applications

⑤
KEY NUMBERS
WHO ARE THE « LEON » HIRED IN THE FRENCH TECH ECOSYSTEM ?
Key figures from the WONDERLEON study
carried out by CSA, EY and the entrepreneurial chair of ESCP

2 600 « Leon »
Talents with an international mindset, French and non-French
have been hired in WONDERLEON companies
who offer opportunities in their offices in France and abroad.
Close to 70% of next recruitments anticipated
by WONDERLON companies will be focus on international talents.

Top 5 of nationalities hired in the French tech ecosystem
(except French people)
American, German, Chinese, British, Canadian

Main assets of the French ecosystem
Leon’s insights

Being at the
heart of
European
innovation

Working with
world-class
teams

WONDERLEON MEMBERS

The world leader in carpooling,
with 45 million members in 22 countries

Leader for online and mobile
reservations of restaurants in Europe

The world’s leading independent digital rail platform
N°1 dating website in Europe

World leader in performance Internet advertising
World leader in connected objects

Collaborative Advanced Analytics
Development Platform for Data Professionals

The first P2P knowledge platform

Major European private sales
and online shopping platform

The world leader in P2P car sharing

The Conversationnal Commerce Platform

Leading mobile platform
with predictive analytics for the construction industry

& Friends

SUPPORTED BY

European leader of social dining

European leader of motorhome
and campervan rental between individuals

GIVE A EUROPEAN TURN TO YOUR CAREER
WWW.WONDERLEON.COM
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